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The Soberay Family Update
by Fritz & Maggie Soberay
2020 has certainly been interesting for most of us. We also
made significant changes as a family. We completed a home
renovation on a previous rental property from our portfolio and
moved back from Woodbury to Minnetonka in March, just
before the mandated shut down. Our new home is located
close to the Lake Minnetonka Regional Trail, and we spent a
large part of this spring and summer walking/biking along the
trails. We also enjoy spending time exploring the local
playgrounds. Lola, Mila, and Nora have become climbing
experts! LMN started Montessori school in August, and all are
thriving in this new environment. Toilet training is in full force in
the Soberay home. Maggie officially joined Hale Properties
as Marketing Coordinator. You will note the design and layout changes, and strong push for original
and relevant content for our newsletter and social media pages. Fritz is staying busy serving his
clients in this active real estate market. He’s also spending time mastering drone photography. If you
see him around town and have a few minutes, feel free to ask him how his experiment with TRF is
going!
We’ll be including regular family updates to our future newsletter. Still want more? Follow us on Instantgram
@haleproperties where we’ll be posting regularly on our family activities and park adventures!
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MARKET UPDATE
by Fritz Soberay

Most are tired of hearing bad news from the effects of COVID, so allow us to share some
good news! The real estate market is recovering strongly across much of the nation. Locally
we are seeing positive growth of sales, new buyer mortgage applications, and new housing
starts. The median sale prices of homes are increasing. The housing market is extremely
competitive with increased showings per listing and low median days on market.
What’s causing this? Market optimism? Low interest rates? The need for more space as
more individuals and families are required to work and learn from home? A flight from urban
unrest? Likely all of the above and more. The macro economy is thriving, and real estate
continues to benefit greatly from these broad trends, but residential and commercial real
estate continue to be driven by local market changes, and specifically by buyer and
consumer demand in neighborhoods and even sub-neighborhoods. Is your neighborhood
trending towards higher prices? Are neighborhoods you are watching seeing more listings?
Want to know what your house is worth? Call or email us today for a detailed personalized
evaluation!
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How to Reimagine Your Home to Foster
by Maggie Soberay
Independence
If you’ve just read our family update, you’d know that our girls just
started Montessori school. I’ve always been interested in the
Montessori philosophy and have been trying to apply some of these
ideas at home. The desire to foster independence in our children is
on our minds more recently as many of us are spending significant
time at home with our children. Obviously, the ability for our
children to do things on their own will come with age. However,
there are a few things we can do in our home to help foster
independence from early on in their development.
THINK ACCESSIBILITY: As you are desiging an environment that
fosters independence, one of the most important things to dkno

consider is, “Does the space allow for children to complete tasks independently?"Consider adding child
sized furniture such as a work/snack table that is not only easily accessible, but also comfortable for
them to stay engaged in whatever they are doing. Have all the supplies they need to complete a task at
their level so they can reach them without any help from you. Add a full length mirror in their room so
they can see themselves for self care activities. Consider storage solutions such as low hanging shelves
and hooks so that they can put things away independently. If you want your children to do anything
independently, all the required tools need to be easily accessible to them.
CREATE “YES” SPACES: With increased independence, parents often times worry about safety or
their children getting into things that they shouldn't be using. Make sure you child proof the home
adequately to allow specific areas that are safe for the children to work freely and independently. Can
you create a play space (an entire room, or a corner blocked off by a gate) that does not have high
furniture or hazardous/fragile things so that your children can go and play without close supervision?
This will encourage your child to explore their environment and foster their curiosity. It can also help you
in the moments when you just need a little time to yourself (bathroom break, anyone?). Reserve the
lower storage spaces in the kitchen, bathroom, etc for things that they need and keep other things that
you don’t want them to touch out of those dedicated spaces so that a childproof lock is not required.
When there are spaces that are solely dedicated to your children, it is easier to teach them to have pride
in their things and spaces and help keep things tidy.
ELIMINATE DISTRACTIONS: Decluttering will not only make your life easier (and increase the value of
your home!), but it can actually help your children focus on the task at hand. Consider rotating toys,
books, etc in and out of thier space based on your childrens' interest. This will help them with making
the choice of what to do a lot easier, but also help them stay engaged as there are less distractions.
Having only the things that they need for any particular task will make it easier to complete. On a similar
note, it is important to have a space for everything and everything in its place so things are easier to find
and put away.
There are many ways to foster independence in your children. These are just some of the ways you can
reimagine your home to make this a bit easier. Whenever a child asks you for help with something, look
for ways that you can set up the home for the child to do that task (or part of it) independently the next
time around. Teaching your children independence requires a lot of patience, but if you are willing to
give your children the time to do things on their own, you’ll be amazed at what they can accomplish.
Like what you read? Our space is limited on the newsletter. Follow us on Facebook where I’ll be posting
more articles related to this topic this month!
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~ACTIVE LISTING~

~ACTIVE LISTING~

2754 Edgewood Avenue S,
Saint Louis Park, MN 55426
Listing Price: $335,000

440 Hickory Lane N,
Oakdale, MN 55128
Listing Price: $235,000

~UNDER CONTRACT~

~UNDER CONTRACT~

17143 STONEBRIAR CIRCLE, PRIOR
LAKE, MN 55372

6715 LANCASTER LANE N,
MAPLE GROVE, MN 55369

~RECENTY CLOSED~

~RECENTLY CLOSED~

4355 BAYSIDE ROAD,
ORONO, MN 55359

5 EVERGREEN ROAD,
NORTH OAKS, MN 55127

~RECENTLY SOLD~

4641 WHITE OAK ROAD,
MINNETONKA, MN 55345

For a complete list of all our recent property transactions, please visit: https://haleproperties.com/category/all-properties/

